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Abstract: 

This manuscript is found in the eastern section of the Nishi or Lyncha National Library under 

No. (86) of the old Caetani archive, but another new number was given in the classification & 

indexing of the eastern section of the library, the new No. is (45) in the Biometric ms 

classification which was done on Persian manuscripts which are kept in the Linchi National 

Library, “Archives of Katiani and Corsini” in Rome in 1974 AD, to make indexes and cards for 

the library, but the researcher recorded that the manuscript was given a new number during her 

study of it by those in charge of work in the eastern section of definition and this number is 

“ms. 9 or 9, due to the eastern section which the manuscript kept on it “Oriental”, the ownership 

of the manuscript is attributed to Prince Leoni Catiani. 

This manuscript is entitled in the Italian language “Jung” and pronounces in Persian “Junk” 

which means in Arabic “literary encyclopedia” or “literary anthology.” It consists of a number 

of; “Selected poetic verses that talk about Persian and Arabic literature especially the flirtation, 

diminutives, Sections, and quadrilaterals, which were put by a number of poets in the 

manuscript with no arrangement. 

* The manuscript is small in size and its implementation adopts a rectangular horizontal design, 

the design of these manuscripts has widely found in Iran, and the writings and font inside the 

manuscript take a horizontal form, therefore it is called a manuscript (ship). 

However, it can be concerned to the first half of the nineteenth century AD, but through the 

study and translation of the pages of the manuscript which could be translated, a calendar was 

found written in the last page of the manuscript (back of page 199) in which the date of 

completing this work is 18 Jumada al-Akhir 1254 AH / December 8, 1838 AD, but there is no 

signature to the scribe, taking in consideration that the writing style indicates to  correctness of 

the existing date and its relevance to the period of time in which the “sheikmestat font” was 

used. 
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